ST GERMAIN: This Discourse From My Beloved in 1967, Emphasizes the problems and
resolutions to solve imbalances that humanity face today and why this is so important NOW,
for this New Petition to be Granted a New Dispensation.

BLESSED GODDESS OF JUSTICE - LADY PORTIA
Beloved of My Heart, I trust, tonight, as again We pour forth the various Activities of the
Sacred Fire, We may bring into your outer use the Greater Powers from the Ascended
Masters’ Octave which you must draw forth, expand, and send to the rest of mankind until
the Earth and all upon it have been purified and are raised into the Fulfilment of the Great
Divine Plan. This which I wish to bring to your attention tonight is the Ascended Masters’
Comprehending Consciousness and Fiery Christ Truth of all that Divine Justice is, because
the average person thinks of Divine Justice only as compelling people of the outer world to
do what is right to the outer, personal self. But such is not the case.
Divine Justice, first of all, means the returning of all the life and consciousness of the outer
self and its substance into the Management and into the Control of the Love of the ‘Mighty
I AM Presence’ instead of the intellectual consciousness and feeling of the outer self.
Therefore, when you think of Divine Justice, whether It be in nations or individuals or
business activities or families, or wherever you want Divine Justice to bring the Perfection
of Life, you are in reality asking for the Perfection of Life, which is Balance. Now the
Perfection of Life is Invincible, Eternal Purity, because that is Eternal Balance; and more than
that, Eternal Purity is Eternal Protection. Eternal Purity is Eternal Mastery.
So, when you want Divine Justice for yourself or your loved ones or your nation or the world,
you must go back to your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host and the ‘I AM
Presence’ of everyone embodied in this world, and call to that Source of Unconquerable,

Limitless, Invincible, Victorious Love, the Sacred Fire Love of every Life Stream embodied in
this world, the Sacred Fire Love in the Great Central Sun, the Sacred Fire Love of the Physical
Sun, the Sacred Fire Love that keeps this world sustained, keeps it in its orbit, keeps the
Powers of Nature growing upon it the things that sustain you and by which you are enabled
to embody here and manifest as a human being and draw forth the Master Powers of Life
into all outer activities to fulfill the Great Divine Plan, which again is Perfection, Eternal,
Invincible, forever expanding.
When you want Divine Justice for yourself, you must first of all give It to Life. And that means
you must give It, first of all, to your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host, which
means your attention there. That is Divine Justice. If you want Perfection, then your
attention must go to where Perfection is or you will never have It. And if you want the
Perfection that is Perfect Balance, then your attention must go to your ‘Beloved I AM
Presence’ and call forth whatever Sacred Fire compels Purity that holds Divine Balance. So
Divine Justice isn’t just getting what you want and when you want it, making everybody else
do your way, not at all. In fact, that hasn’t begun to be Divine Justice yet, never will be until
it’s consumed!
People don’t like to hear this, Precious Ones; but so long as people create discord by
impurity, they are throwing something out of balance. And when things are out of balance,
they will create discord; and discord is destruction. And destruction is the ‘second death.’
There is no compromise.
The Law is the Law. Energy is Energy. Vibration is Vibration. And Balance is Balance, and
Balance is Divine Justice.
So, when you want It, you must give It, first of all, to your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the
Ascended Host in order to call forth Their Power of the Sacred Fire, Their Consciousness, into
your brain structure, and Their Heart Flame Feeling into the energy of your emotional
bodies, in order to bring Purity into the outer self that holds Balance.
And when you have filled yourselves with that, then as you make the Call and hold perfectly
steady and ask to be filled with that, you will ask your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ to pour forth
into the condition that is wrong out here whatever Sacred Fire Purity, Love, and Peace and
Forgiveness and Mercy enables discord to be consumed, so Divine Love and Order and Peace
can produce Perfection that gives to you that which is constructive and helps to fulfill the
Great Divine Plan.
People do not think deeply on these things, Beloved Ones. And if you want to understand
what Divine Justice really is, ask your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host to tell
you the Ascended Masters’ Fiery Christ Truth of what It is for Reality and Eternity; and you
could have all the Divine Justice you want when you will give Divine Justice to your ‘Beloved
I AM Presence’ by placing your attention there first. And that’s all of the First
Commandment, ‘Thou shalt have no other gods before Me.’ And that’s Divine Justice! It’s

Divine Justice to the Greater Life in the Universe that is giving you all of Its Love and
Perfection and Blessings and Manifestations all the time through this System of Worlds.
When you want Divine Justice to come to you from the government of the Land or from the
people of the outer world, you start with Divine Justice to your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and
the Ascended Host. And it’s only because the attention was not kept there in the beginning,
I mean at the end of the second Golden Age, that injustice began to be created, because
only when the attention goes to the manifestation before it goes to the Realm of Cause, can
discord be created.
Now when you call for all of the Ascended Masters’ Sacred Fire Love in the Great Great
Silence to fill everything in your being and world, so that you give your attention to the
‘Presence’ first and make your Call there, and to the Ascended Host, to fill you with whatever
is necessary to keep you disconnected from the imperfection and injustice of the outer world
against which you rebel, when you will insulate yourselves first by this Call, then your
‘Presence’ and the Ascended Host can use unlimited Power into any situation that is wrong,
to consume the mistakes, consume the impurity, consume what you call injustice from other
people, which is the discord and the destruction of human desire.
Human desire is unjust to all Life. And human, intellectual consciousness is unjust to all Life
in the Universe, because it does not create Perfection that is permanent and forever
expanding. Now the mankind of this world can have all the Divine Justice they want if the
people will turn their attention, and the mind of mankind of this world is interested in placing
the ‘Mighty I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host first instead of placing the physical
manifestation first, and then rebelling like fury because things do not bring back to the
individual the happiness or the Perfection which it expects.
So, Blessed Ones, you have all Power in the Universe to have all the Divine Justice you want
in your own being and world when you will keep your attention on your ‘Mighty I AM
Presence’ and the Ascended Host first, and make your Call there for the Divine, or by giving
the Divine Justice of the outer self, which is the attention, to the Control of your ‘Mighty I
AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host, instead of fastening it to conditions of the outer world
and then letting the discord of the outer world control the energy of the physical body,
especially your feeling world. I’m kind of hard on you, tonight, maybe; but if I could wake
you up, you will be grateful for it one day. (applause, audience rising) Thank you so much.
Won’t you be seated, please; and just remain so.
Now I’ve called to your attention, in the beginning of the history of this Nation, that when
there was controversy about the Constitution and the setting of the laws into action that
were to be the governing authority of the Nation to hold Divine Law and Order and Justice
so the Nation could exist, there was only controversy and discord so long as the human
intellect ruled and held the attention and tried to control the situation in the first Continental
Congress.

Not until Franklin said, ‘Let us ask God,’ and got down on his knees and put God first and
asked God for Help, did the controversy stop; and the Divine Law gave the Constitution of
this Nation and your Declaration of Independence. The God Law of the ‘Mighty I AM
Presence’ of the Blessed Saint Germain was given to this Nation into outer channels by the
‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host, which is the God Consciousness that is
Freedom. It is the God Consciousness that is Divine Law, Order, and Decency. It is the God
Consciousness that is Purity enough to enable mankind to survive. And that God
Consciousness is Eternal Freedom.
So, when people want Justice in this world, let them give It first, because that is the Demand
of Life. When a farmer wants a crop of corn, he has to give corn into the ground first before
the ground gives corn back to him; and you are no exception to that Law. Neither is anything
else in Life anywhere in Eternity. Even the Ascended Host constantly put the Great Central
Sun first before They create any kind of Manifestation anywhere in infinite space. So, when
people want Divine Justice, turn them back to the very First Commandment: ‘Thou shalt
have no other gods before Me.’ And anybody that has backbone enough to rule his or her
attention and feeling world and compel this outer self to give obedience to that Law, will
have everything good in the Universe; and you can lack for nothing, because Divine Justice
doesn’t contain lack.
If you put your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ first, and the Ascended Host, and put your attention
there first, your ‘Presence’ and the Ascended Host will put you first. They’ll put Their
Perfection into you first, and into your world first, and into the people you deal with first.
And if you will put that in first, discord, coming second, will have to be consumed and
prevented control of you and your world.
So, when you reverse your consciousness in the use of your attention and command it and
compel it, because you can put it anywhere you desire, anywhere you will, anywhere you
feel and want to do it, you can place your attention. Therefore, if you want Divine Justice,
place your attention where It is, because, I assure you, your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the
Ascended Host are Invincible, Eternal Divine Justice to Life because They don’t create any
discord. Discord is injustice to Life. Discord is injustice to everything that is the Divine Plan
for mankind. And discord is injustice to happiness.
So, when you want freedom from injustice, turn to your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and ask
your ‘I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host to give you Freedom from your own habits of
the past, in letting the human creation control the attention instead of your ‘Beloved I AM
Presence’ and the Ascended Host. Ask your ‘Presence’ to prevent your human desires
holding your attention.
And Dear Hearts, please believe Me tonight! You can be free from habits and feeling and
conditions that have tortured you for years or centuries or embodiments. If you want to be
free from those human desires that have only created discord for you, and destruction down
through the centuries, because when you turn your attention to your ‘Beloved I AM

Presence’ and are just to It and to the Ascended Host, We don’t want your human creation
to remain. We don’t want your world filled with that. We don’t want you limited by it. We
don’t want you to experience discord. We don’t want you to be short of money or supply
of any good thing. We don’t want you in distress and ill health.
We don’t want your Life to experience anything but Our Love and Our Perfection and Our
Eternal, Divine Justice to the rest of the Universe, because discord is unjust to every bit of
Life that surrounds this world or the mankind embodied here. And if you can only realize
that the Ascended Masters want Divine Justice for you, want Love for you, and Purity and
Peace and Perfection for you, more than you want It for yourself in the outer self. So, the
Gift is Eternal, Invincible, Almighty, and free as the air you breathe.
Whenever you go to sleep at night and awaken in the morning, stop just a minute and say
to this outer self, ‘The ‘Mighty I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host are first this day and
forever!’ Place your attention there, first, the moment you awaken. Place your attention
there, first, when you go to sleep. And you will find when you are divinely just to your
‘Blessed I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host, who have only poured Love to you
throughout the ages, We have never given you one vibration of discord; neither has your
‘Mighty I AM Presence’ nor Higher Mental Body. We have never given you one wave of
discord, not one!
So when you are divinely just to your ‘Blessed I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host by
putting your attention there, and ask to be filled with Our Ascended Master Indestructible
Purity and Indestructible Sacred Fire Love and Peace by which We can fulfill the Divine Plan
through you to the rest of life in this world, and hold Divine Law, Order, and Balance in action
in the world around you, when you will let Us fill you with that, your very willingness to form
this habit and set It into action and let It have control of the outer self and its attention, will
enable Us to give you the Heaven on Earth for which you’ve called.
And there isn’t one failure could ever be yours. You can never make another mistake if you
will call for this and make it a habit. You will find the intellect will be flooded with the Divine
Ideas of Perfection from your Higher Mental Body and from the Ascended Host. Your feeling
will be flooded and filled with every Vibration that is Eternal Purity and Peace and Balance
and Love. And it’s much more comfortable to live in Our Light and Illumination and Our
Feeling of Love than it is in your own feeling of discord, and that of the world around you,
by which you have been bound for centuries.
We are much more comfortable to live with, Precious Ones, than you are with each other.
You’re not even comfortable to live with yourself. I don’t think I have to convince you of
that. I think you’re all aware of it. But We want your suffering to cease. We want you to be
free from that more than you want your Freedom. Otherwise, I would not be here tonight
offering you the way out and trying to take away from you the shadows that have held your
attention. So, when conditions of the outer world become more and more destructive and

people are in turmoil, there is only one place where you can be free from it; and that is in
Our Ascended Master Consciousness, in Our Ascended Master Feeling.
And you can’t have that inside of yourselves unless you place your attention upon It. Now
this seems like a crude illustration, but when you’re hungry and you go into a restaurant for
food, if you don’t put your attention on the restaurant and hunt it up and put yourself into
it, do you get your meal? You don’t get what you want to eat unless you place your attention
there. This is the most self-evident Truth you could ever ask for. And I assure you, none will
ever change It. It is Eternal. It’s the Master Way to live Life. It is the Fulfillment of the Great
Divine Plan.
So, Blessed Ones, if I may leave you tonight enfolded in My Ascended Master Consciousness
and My Sacred Fire Love and Feeling of all that Divine Justice is to your ‘Blessed I AM
Presence’ and the Ascended Host, if you will feel this and enter into It and ask to be filled
with It and enfolded in It, I can free you for Eternity; for that is My Love and My Assistance
to My Beloved Saint Germain. And that is My Divine Justice to Him, to His Work of purifying
and freeing the world and mankind upon it from that which was never God-ordained, never
God-created, never God-intended, and has no authority by God to exist. So, Blessed Ones,
please let Us be Divinely just to Life wherever you abide. Please try it tonight! (applause)
Thank you so much.
Now let Us apply this to your supply. People rebel furiously when they don’t have the supply
they want, to do what they want to do; but the outer self doesn’t stop long enough to
contemplate and realize that the Supply of your Life doesn’t come from worldly things. The
Supply of your Life comes from your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the enfolding Seven Mighty
Elohim of Creation and the Assisting Masters who govern this System of Worlds. The Supply
of your Life comes into you from above. It does not come from the physical things of this
world. You might have all the physical things on Earth, but if your Life is not here, you do
not have Its Consciousness of Supply, or lack of supply.
When you lack supply and you feel that injustice has been done you by some outer,
discordant condition, We’re coming to the crucial point now, My Help to you tonight: you’ve
come, and the outer world conditions seem so discordant and unjust to you, stop a minute
and just remember Beloved Saint Germain’s Statement that He gave you when He said: ‘Say
to every condition of the outer world, ‘ ‘I AM’ the Ascended Masters’ Law of Forgiveness and
Consuming Flame of all inharmonious action and human consciousness’.
Now that is the use of the Violet Consuming Flame and the Fiery Christ Blue Lightning Purity
and the Ascended Masters’ Consciousness. But, Beloved Ones, now you aren’t expected to
love discord nor impurity nor destructive conditions of the outer world. This is where the
intellect battles the feeling furiously. The intellect may decide to do something constructive,
and the feeling won’t let the intellect fulfill its desire. But this is what you must understand:
when you are big enough, kind enough, illumined enough to have the Desire within you to
use the Violet Consuming Flame and draw It into destructive conditions to consume what is

wrong, whenever you have that Desire within you, that is Love, Forgiveness, and Mercy to
Life.
When you make that Call whenever anything is wrong out here, and you will just stop a
moment and demand enough Violet Consuming Flame and Fiery Christ Blue Lightning Purity
to stop and annihilate what is wrong, compel Indestructible Purity and the Invincible Victory
of all that is right, and go on your way, regardless!
Whether you’re concerned with the immediate condition or not, if your Love for Life is great
enough to enable you to set the habit and send these Decrees forth instantly into every
destructive thing that is brought to your attention, you not only will be Divinely just to Life,
you will not only be the Law of Forgiveness and Mercy and the Violet Consuming Flame, but
your very willingness to do that will let your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’, because It is Love and
Harmony, it will enable your outer self to have more supply of money and things and
Blessings than you can use. And it is the boundless, open Treasure House of Life’s Great
Divine Plan to live the Ascended Masters’ Way.
So, whenever you seem short of money or things or whatever you need, stop a moment and
go back to the ‘Presence’ and say:
‘‘I AM’ my ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Masters’ Law of Forgiveness and
Consuming Flame of all inharmonious action and human consciousness, that goes into all
Life everywhere on this Earth, forgives all discord, forgives everything that is of discord by
filling it with and covering it over with the Violet Consuming Flame and Fiery Christ Blue
Lightning Indestructible Purity that consumes all evil, all lack and limitation, everywhere
throughout the world forever.’
Just giving that one Call once a day will keep your outer world supplied with the limitless
things that you can have, and need to have in outer world activities to fulfill the Great Divine
Plan. When you want that for every bit of Life in this world and all in the Universe
everywhere, and you are willing to call the Violet Consuming Flame and Fiery Christ Blue
Lightning Purity into every bit of human creation to compel its annihilation so all Life may be
free, your very willingness to give that Freedom to Life is the Supply of Harmony and
Perfection from the Ascended Masters’ Octave. And if you give Supply, you must of
necessity receive the greater Supply from your ‘Presence’ and the Ascended Host.
Anytime you lack for any good thing, just give that Decree to free all in this world from all
human creation forever. And then ask your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host,
as the Mighty Silent Watcher told you last night, to fill you with the Sacred Fire Purity, Love,
and Peace of the Great Great Silence which lacks nothing, fill you with that Sacred Fire Love,
and be the Outpouring of Its boundless Supply to every good thing; and there must of
necessity come back to you more than you can use.
Nature is very generous. I assure you the Ascended Host are generous. I assure you, your
‘Mighty I AM Presence’ is generous, and so are the Angelic Host. Do you realize just how

generous Nature is? The farmer puts one grain of corn into the ground; and by the Love,
which is the Life and the Light of the Physical Sun, comes into the ground and enfolds that
grain of corn. It grows a stalk of corn on which there are four or five ears, or more, on which
there are many grains on each ear of corn. So, Nature rewards you many, many times for
the little you place in the structure of Earth.
And so, it is with your ‘Mighty I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host. When you give Divine
Justice to your ‘Mighty I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host by placing your Love there,
your attention there, your Love and your Call for whatever you require to fulfill the Divine
Plan down here, there must of necessity come back to you infinitely more Love than you can
give to your ‘Presence,’ because your ‘Presence’ is greater than the outer self, and It contains
more Love.
The Great Divine Plan of Creation that holds the lesser in the Love of the Greater is always
ready to pour forth more Love through the outer self. The Ascended Masters’ Love is greater
than yours; therefore, when your attention goes there and your love goes there, We pour
forth infinitely more Love back into you than you are capable of giving at this time into the
Ascended Masters’ Octave. So, you can’t possibly lose. There is no game of chance on this
like selling and buying stocks. There is no uncertainty about this, and your tax department
can never touch you. That ought to be desirable! (applause) Thank you so much.
Every time you invest your Love and your attention in your ‘Presence’ and the Ascended Host
by your Call there, you will have infinitely greater interest on that Love which you give than
you’ll ever get in any condition of the physical world. So, it is not only the part of Wisdom,
but it is, Beloved Ones, the Divine Plan fulfilled when you do it. And your limitless Supply of
every good thing cannot come until you do fulfill the Great Divine Plan.
This, I can assure you: Whatever comes to you as a Gift from your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’
or the Ascended Host can never create discord in you or your world; and if you will ask that
It be eternally protected against the discord of the outer world, no one can ever take It away
from you and no one can use It against you. It is the place of Security. It is Divine Justice,
because It is Eternal Protection of everything that is right, everything that is good, everything
that will bring you Happiness and Perfection and fulfill the Divine Plan for all Eternity. It is
the Victory for which you have called; and It is My Beloved Violet Flame Freedom and Peace
to the Earth from the Mighty Jesus, the Great Elohim of Peace, and all who want mankind to
be Free.
So, Blessed Ones, there is no possible failure when you do this; and there is Boundless
Success, Limitless Blessings, Invincible Protection, and Happiness for Eternity. I hope you
will use It. I will Love to give It with everything I am and have when you love your ‘Presence’
first, and the Ascended Host, and place your attention there long enough to make It know
that you don’t want any authority in this outer world but Its Perfection for Eternity, and the
Fulfillment of the Ascended Masters’ Divine Plan that raises the rest of life wherever you

abide into Our Great Perfection also, wherein Divine Justice is eternal and forever in control
of all.
I commend you to the Fulfillment of the Great Divine Plan; and may you experiment with
calling the Violet Consuming Flame and Fiery Christ Blue Lightning Indestructible Purity and
Peace that prevents all wrong. Into every bit of wrong you see in the outer world, just make
the Call and go on your way like the wind; and you will find as you Blaze the Light, the Light
will increase in and around you. And It contains everything of Perfection for Eternity.
Obedience to the First Commandment is, after all, Ascended Master Perfection for Eternity.
May I clothe you tonight in Its Miracle Mantle of Love’s Mastery that reminds the outer
intellect of Its Presence around you, and the Love from My Beloved blaze the Violet
Consuming Flame Purity and Love and Peace and Forgiveness in your feeling world, and let
your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ have Command of the outer self to give you everything good
for Eternity. I offer It; I enfold you in It; and I Accept your Obedience, that you may be Free
for Eternity and your Nations be Free by the Love that you call forth from the Violet
Consuming Flame to Purify and Save the Nations of the world, that the Earth may Know
Peace for Eternity. I thank you.

